
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT WITH TOMS
Ever heard of the saying, “Time is Money”? Time can be money if only you knew how to own it. The secret here is

AUTOMATION. Automation can simply be achieved by the introduction of technology to business processes for

increased efficiency and productivity. In today’s world, it is impossible not to acknowledge the impact of

technology in development and organizational growth.

While the most obvious benefit of technology is increased productivity, there are other benefits that can help

growth and reduce costs.  

Would you like to increase your
company's financial performance?

Are you worried about how to get accurate details on

financial transactions in your organisation? The answer is

TOMS. TOMS simply means The Office Manager Solution.

TOMS has been developed to integrate your business

processes and check out redundant activities that may be

reducing the efficiency of your organization..

How then would TOMS be helpful? Amazingly TOMS is a

suite of modules designed to achieve various operational

activities within a projectized or office environment which

includes the EXPENSE MANAGEMENT module. The Expense

Management module has been created to allow you record

and track all financial transactions on your projects.

With Expense Management, no matter the size of your organization, TOMS simplifies expense entry, streamlines

review, eliminates paper pushing, and reduces administrative efforts across the organization and it is also easy

to use. Because it’s cloud-based, TOMS Expense Management Module can integrate with other systems and

automatically create detailed expense reports. 

Fraudulent or suspect spend patterns are easily detected on TOMS for further attention and investigation.  

Would you like to find out more on how TOMS can be of help to your financial Management?

“When money realizes that it is in good hands, it wants to stay and multiply in
those hands. ” 

– Idowu Koyenikan
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